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THE IDEA
A grand piano that travels through Africa.
A journey of thousands of kilometers to carry a piano across the African continent, touching
villages, cities and communities.

pianist and composer makes.
A dream of a modern Fitzcarraldo to be realized.

exchange and development.



WHY A PIANO?

The piano has the shape of the African continent, but at the same time it is one of the most distant 
instruments from its musical tradition. However, it combines black and white keys in creating harmony.

Precisely for this reason it will be a challenge to transport it along the impervious and beautiful places
of Africa and create a reciprocal and fertile intercultural exchange, as only music can do.
A contrast between the African musical instinct, made up of agile instruments and the structured
musical world that belongs to us.

the possibilities of creating a common musical and human space in different nations of Africa,
in contexts and places where humanitarian organizations operate.



MUSIC, ARTS AND SHARING
 
The performances will be created spontaneously from time to time, directly involving musicians
from local populations, as well as actors, performances and everyone who wants to share and 
tell their own story.

SUSTAINABILITY, ECOLOGY AND "ARTISTIC REUSE"

The singular pianism of Mario Mariani, for which the
artist is known and appreciated, often using extended
piano techniques with the use of commonly used object 
such as balls, chains, whisks, and numerous objects 
directly on the sound body.
In analogy to the recovery, recycling and reuse of objects
thrown away that from "waste" become the basis of
survival, material but also "cultural".



THE TOUR
At today there are several stops in this unique journey, starting with Zambia and then continuing to
Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. "Un Piano per l'Africa" will then continue in West Africa with stops in 
Senegal, Burkina Faso and Mali.

THE MOVIE

to be presented in the most important festivals, witnessing the 
journey, the experience, the inconveniences and the happy surprises and discoveries. 
There is also the possibility of conceiving the work also as a TV and / or web series.






